
Montsalvat Barn Gallery ~ Sunday 1 March, 2.30pm
Melbourne Recital Centre ~ Monday 2 March, 7.00pm
Bendigo Art Gallery ~ Thursday 19 March, 5.30pm

Geelong Chamber Music Society ~ Friday 20 March, 7.30pm
Peninsula Music Society ~ Saturday 21 March, 7.30pm

HELEN AYRES violin
SHANE CHEN violin
HELEN IRELAND viola
ZOE KNIGHTON cello

JEAN SIBELIUS 1865-1957
String Quartet No. 1 in E-flat major, JS 184
(composed 1885)

I Allegro
II Andante molto
III Scherzo. Allegretto
IV Vivace

String Quartet No. 2 in A minor, JS 183
(composed 1889)

I Andante - Allegro
II Adagio ma non troppo
III Vivace
IV Allegro

Most of the composers who have really shown an affinity
for writing for string quartet have been string players
themselves: Mozart, Haydn, Beethoven, Schubert,
Brahms, and so it happens, Sibelius. In fact, like
Schubert, many family evenings were spent playing
music, with his brother on cello, his sister on piano, and
Jean himself on violin. Their mother even joined in on
harmonium or piano herself. Most of his chamber music
was written early, and with his family in mind.

Sibelius is thought of as one of Finland’s most
nationalistic composers, yet he grew up in a Swedish-
speaking household and didn’t speak a word of Finnish
until he was twelve. Cecil Gray described him as a
“substratum of Finnish granite as it were underlying the
polished and elegant Swedish surface, which is exactly

what we should expect from his music.”

His most famous composition, Finlandia, was considered
by its creator as a rather insignificant work - a fact that
many would find surprising today. While Sibelius is better
known for his orchestral works, his total string quartet
output comprises a relatively healthy output of four string
quartets and quite number of smaller works. The four
string quartets give a reliable outline for his
compositional development and like many great
composers, he used this as his most personal voice.

His E flat string quartet is an early work and was written
while he was a student. Even without pairing this piece
with Mozart, one can really hear the influence of his
study of the Viennese masters. Sibelius said of Mozart
that his music was “like an uninterrupted flowing, where
nothing encroaches upon the rest”. He also remarked,
“the older I grow, the more classical I become”. Indeed,
in this youthful work, we can hear Sibelius experimenting
and learning from his predecessors. He had recently
joined a student quartet himself and had first hand
knowledge of the inner workings of chamber music.

In the first movement of this quartet, we hear that
classical clarity with an immense politeness between the
instruments. Each instrument waits its turn to be heard
and while Sibelius was famous for avoiding standard
form, this movement does fall rather nicely into that old
sonata form of exposition-development-recapitulation.
The second movement makes an unexpected departure



this movement to experiment in colour, content, and the
use of thematic material. “I am a slave to my themes and
submit to their demands” aptly describes his approach
to the development or not of his themes. Written in four
movements, the last gives the piece an appropriately
vivacious ending.

His A minor quartet, written only a few years later, is a
totally different beast. We hear much more of Sibelius’
own voice. As his most mature student work, the music
follows its own path and indeed, he does seem to be
allowing the themes to dictate their own path rather than
force them into a pre-determined form.

At its first performance in 1889, Karl Flodin wrote, “At a
single stroke he has joined the vanguard of those who
have been entrusted with the future of the art of music in
Finland”. We can clearly hear the influences of
Beethoven, Grieg and Mendelssohn but the true Sibelius
sound is beginning to emerge.

The first movement is incredibly expansive, turbulent and
full of youthful angst. The second gives way to some
beautiful lilting melodies with more dance-like middle
section. The third movement is reminiscent of some of
Beethoven’s scherzi, while the last gives an exemplary
example of a fugue. Far more than just a student
exercise, this fugue has furore, harmonic intrigue and
great rhythmic complexity - a great recipe for an exciting
finale.

WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART 1756-1791
String Quartet No. 17 in B flat major,
K. 458 "The Hunt" (composed 1784)

I Allegro vivace assai
II Menuetto and Trio. Moderato
III Adagio (in E flat major)
IV Allegro assai

Our impression of Mozart today tends to be one of a
typical precocious genius, and probably one of the most
famous child prodigies we have ever known. Certainly as
a composer, he was insanely prolific and not just
because he needed the money, but because he was
compelled to compose. That is a trait that Sibelius and
Mozart held in common.

“A man of mediocre talents always remains mediocre,
may he travel or not - but a man of superior talents,
which I cannot deny myself to have without being

blasphemous, becomes - bad, if he always stays in the
same place.” - Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

Thus, Mozart moved to Vienna. It wasn’t the hub of
musical activity that it was about to be during Beethoven
and Schubert’s residency, but it certainly had an
enormous amount of inspiration for the young composer.
There were plenty of recitals and musical activity, largely
underwritten by music-loving aristocrats, many of whom
could play their chosen instruments extremely well. The
wealthy among them would employ house composers
and orchestras. Mozart’s champion here was Gottfried,
Baron van Swieten. He had been an ambassador at
Frederick the Great’s court in the 1770s, where he had
discovered the music of Bach - a discovery which he
shared with Mozart and paved the way for Mozart’s re-
acquaintance with counterpoint in the 1780s.

This “Hunt” quartet was completed in 1784 and forms
part of the set of “Haydn” quartets. Known as the father
of the string quartet, Haydn generally composed his
quartets in sets of six. Upon hearing Haydn’s Op. 20
quartets, Mozart said, “I have learned from Haydn, how
to write string quartets.” It seems that Haydn admired
Mozart immensely and Mozart certainly returned the
compliment - rather effusively!

“To my dear Friend Haydn” (written in Mozart’s best
Italian) “A Father having resolved to send his children
into the great world felt obliged to confide them to the
protection and guidance of a highly celebrated Man,
especially when by good luck he was at the same time
his Best Friend. - Here then they are, my six children,
celebrated Man and dearest Friend.”

Mozart’s relationship with his own father was a
complicated and troubled one, but when Leopold heard
the splendid “alternation among the instruments” in his
son’s quartets for Haydn, he apparently felt such
pleasure and pride intense enough that it brought tears
to his eyes.

Named “The Hunt” for its first movement motif and call-
to-action in 6/8 rhythm, these four movements epitomise
the string quartet form of the time. With its third
movement being the core of the work and almost
operatic in its emotive content, the last shows Mozart as
the scintillating, quick-witted prankster we remember
him for today.

Notes copyright © 2015 Flinders Quartet. All rights reserved.



FLINDERS QUARTET
Flinders Quartet is instantly recognisable as one of
Australia’s most loved chamber music ensembles, and
is Melbourne's only professional string quartet. Their
dynamic and stirring performances of a full spectrum
of repertoire have audiences and critics articulating
their esteem, and the quartet is a highly respected
force in Australian chamber music.

"... the quartet sounded as if they had been playing
together for a lifetime: unity of interpretation, tight
ensemble, fine balance, matched tone, and fluent

dialogues between solo and collective lines."
Eamonn Kelly, The Australian (May 2014)

FQ regularly commissions and premieres works by
Australian composers. In 2014, the quartet
commissioned new works by Paul Dean and Paul
Grabowsky, and in 2015 will premiere works by
Andrew Ford, Tom Henry, and Sweden's Mattias
Lysell. In their ongoing mission to further the
Australian tradition of chamber music, FQ has
previously commissioned and premiered works by
Peter Sculthorpe, Ian Munro, Calvin Bowman, Richard
Mills, Ross Edwards, Stuart Greenbaum, and Katy
Abbott.

The quartet is regularly invited to perform and tour for
chamber music presenters such as Musica Viva, and
is in demand at festivals throughout Australia often in
association with some of the country’s finest talents,
including Slava Grigoryan, Kristian Chong, Ian Munro,
Paul Dean, Karin Schaupp, Genevieve Lacey and
Jayson Gillham. International engagements have
taken them to the UK, Singapore, Sweden and
Canada.

FQ's first commercial CD release, reinventions with
Genevieve Lacey, was received with great critical
acclaim, and is slated for re-release on the ABC
Classics label in March 2015. Also on the ABC
Classics label is FQ's ARIA-nominated 2011 release,
Fandango, with Karin Schaupp.

"They create wonderful new synergies, setting sparks
flying as player bounces off player with the skill,
simpatico and exhilaration of a jazz combination."
Patricia Kelly, Courier Mail (reviewing Fandango)

FQ's 2015 performance schedule includes their annual
Melbourne subscription series, a tour to Scandinavia
to perform in Sweden and to perform the complete
string quartets of Sibelius at the 2015 Sibelius and
Korpo Music Festival, a collaboration with pianist
Hoang Pham, and recitals and masterclasses in
various parts of metropolitan and regional Australia.

flindersquartet.com

Want to get in touch with Flinders Quartet?
W: flindersquartet.com

E: admin@flindersquartet.com
T: 0417 798 523 Wendy Avilov, Manager

NEXT CONCERTS: "AND ... ACTION!"
SIBELIUS String Quartet No. 4 in D minor, Op. 56 "Voces Intimae"
"Le Sculpteur Express" with film score by MATTIAS LYSELL*
"Le Sculpteur Express" with film score by ANDREW FORD*
BEETHOVEN String Quartet No. 14 in C sharp minor, Op. 131
*Premiere, commissioned by Flinders Quartet

The film "Performance" featuring Beethoven’s Op. 131
brought this towering piece into focus for many first time
chamber music fans. It gave us the idea of exploring
music in film and how our emotions are more affected by
what we hear, rather than what we see. "Le Sculpteur
Express" is from the famous Corrick Collection at the
National Film and Sound Archive. The audience will see
this silent film twice during the concert, once with a
score by Australia’s Andrew Ford and once with a score
by Sweden’s Mattias Lysell. Add in the best know quartet
by Sibelius, "Voces Intimae" and we’re ready for action.

May 23, 8.00pm ~ Clocktower Centre, Moonee Ponds
May 24, 2.30pm ~ Macedon Music, Mount Macedon^
^ this performance will not include the screening of the film
May 25, 7.00pm ~ Melbourne Recital Centre (Salon)
May 28, 7.00pm ~ Sydney Opera House (Utzon Room)
May 31, 2.30pm ~ Montsalvat Barn Gallery, Eltham

Also FQ's one-hour lunchtime concert, featuring an all-
Sibelius program:

May 26, 1.00pm ~ Quartet on Collins #2
Collins Street Baptist Church, Melbourne

Visit flindersquartet.com for further information and
booking details for all concerts.
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Flinders Quartet profoundly values the support of its sponsors, patrons and advisors.
CHAIR SPONSORS
First violin Julian Burnside AO QC
Second violin Anthony Adair and Karen
McLeod Adair
Viola Peter and Leila Doyle (half chair)
Cello Anonymous [1], Betty Amsden OAM,
Chris Arnold and Margot Costanzo, Beth
Brown and Tom Bruce AM, Dr Terry Cutler,
David and Kaye Birks
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Viola John and Chris Conquest, Geoff and
Jan Phillips
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Helen Brack
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Justice John Middleton QC
Robert Heathcote
Ervin and Lottie Vidor
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Chris and Clive Tadgell
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John Karkar QC and Sonja Karkar
Dr Cyril Curtain
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Nick and Heather Safstrom
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Lyn Watson
Irene Kearsey and Michael Ridley
Malcolm and Janet Cole
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Lin Bender
John Garran
Anthony Adair
Sylvia Geddes
Peter Doyle
John and Chris Conquest
Chris Arnold
Dmitry Danilovich
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PARTNERS

Alastair McKean
Aidan Barrett
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Kate Mazoudier
Matthew Hoy
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Seraphim Trio
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Mary Lou Jelbart
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Salon Season Co-Presenter
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